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How can public art bring community 
together and increase visibility 

of local heritage?

In the Niagara Falls National Heritage Area, 
new public art projects are bringing community 
together to highlight local heritage and stories.

Launching in 2019, the public art program 
began with a community-driven mural project, 
NF Murals, that includes 20+ murals covering a 
concrete underpass and walls in the North End 
of the City of Niagara Falls. 

Following, came the Prophet Isaiah’s Second 
Coming House art environment project in 2021, 
and as of two weeks ago, a community mural 
making project, History Lives Here, on boarded 
up storefronts on a closed up stretch of Main 
Street.



A new community-driven placemaking initiative, with the 
goal to transform public spaces by improving the 
neighborhoods we live and work in, and by convening 
messages of hope, empathy, compassion, and social justice. 

NF Murals
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Bringing untold stories to the 
forefront through mural making



Generating opportunities for dialogue



Prophet Isaiah’s Second Coming House



Isaiah Robertson, a self-
proclaimed prophet and 
artist, created artwork of his 
house and property, and 
after his passing in January 
2020, the Kohler Foundation 
– a Wisconsin-based 
nonprofit organization that 
preserves art environments 
around the country – bought 
the house and donated it to 
the Niagara Falls National 
Heritage Area for long-term 
stewardship.





Empowering community voices through mural 
making beautification on boarded up storefronts



The History Lives Here project aims to 
beautify the buildings that line the long 
stretch of Main Street igniting conversations 
about Main Street’s historic legacy, present 
day community, and future possibilities. The 
murals reflect on the importance of what 
once was and brings voice to the residents 
living in the community who have ideas and 
visions for the possibilities of what could be.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1zobXwNXN1id8p5eGKRSYEPFlIxOoM-Pa/view




Thank you!

Learn more:
discoverniagara.org
nfmurals.org

Connect:
ally@
discoverniagara.org
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